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SURREAL NUMBERS WITH DERIVATION, HARDY FIELDS
AND TRANSSERIES: A SURVEY
VINCENZO MANTOVA AND MICKAËL MATUSINSKI
To the memory of Murray Marshall.
Abstract. The present article surveys surreal numbers with an informal ap-
proach, from their very ﬁrst deﬁnition to their structure of universal real closed
analytic and exponential ﬁeld. Then we proceed to give an overview of the
recent achievements on equipping them with a derivation, which is done by
proving that surreal numbers can be seen as transseries and by ﬁnding the
‘simplest’ structure of H-ﬁeld, the abstract version of a Hardy ﬁeld. All the
latter notions and their context are also addressed, as well as the universality
of the resulting structure for surreal numbers.
1. Introduction
The theory of surreal numbers initiated by J.H. Conway in [Con76], and pop-
ularized by D. Knuth [Knu74], is fascinating and fruitful but not so well known.
However, it has been enhanced continuously and now, several remarkable achieve-
ments have been reached.
Rooted into very fundamental and accessible set theoretic considerations, these
objects nonetheless strike by the richness together with the universality of their
structure. As a class of numbers – denote it byNo – they include simultaneously the
real numbers and the ordinal numbers, unified into a common algebraic structure:
a huge real closed field. Moreover, No can be viewed as a field of (generalized)
power series with real coefficients, being accordingly a – one can even say “the”
– universal domain for all real closed fields. Moreover, after [Gon86], No carries
exponential and logarithmic functions.
These remarkable facts resonated with important results in differential equa-
tions [É92] and model theory [Wil96, vdDMM94] concerning tame geometry (non-
oscillating real functions and their formal analogues). Several similar big real closed
fields of formal power series with exponential and logarithm – called transseries,
or log-exp series, or exp-log series – have been developed, but with an important
additional item: a well-behaved derivation. In fact, the purpose of these fields is
precisely to build algebraic structures being closed under resolution of differential
equations in terms of formal analogues of non-oscillating real functions. This pur-
pose appears to have reached a milestone recently with the quantifier elimination
result in [ADH1].
Related to this, one of the recent achievements concerning surreal numbers is
the construction in [BM] of a well-behaved derivation in No. Moreover, for this
derivation No is closed under integration and even the results in [ADH1] apply:
No can be said to be “the” universal domain for non-oscillating differentiable real
functions according to [ADH2].
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The present survey article is divided into three sections and has two aims: provide
a gentle and intuitive introduction to surreal numbers and give an overview of these
new results about derivation within their context. In particular, note that we won’t
address several other old and new interesting results, e.g. the ones about analysis
on surreal numbers like [CEF] or the ones about number theory through the notion
of integer part like [EK]. To survey these results would lead us way further and to
a much longer article. We will try to stay guided by the following nice fact. As
mathematical objects, surreal numbers can be viewed in three different manners: as
numbers in the set theoretic sense (cuts between ordered sets: see Definition 2.1),
as combinatorial objects (ordered binary sequences: see Definition 2.2) or as formal
analogues of non-oscillating real functions (generalized power series: see Theorem
2.10). This ubiquity can explain the possibility for surreal numbers to be used into
different contexts, in particular as an ordered algebraic structure from the model
theoretic and tame geometric point of view. However, we will be more interested
in the third point of view and will provide in the second section a survey on the
corresponding functional and formal objects (Hardy fields, transseries, H-fields).
The last section will be devoted to survey the results in [BM, ADH2] and their
corollaries.
The authors would like to thank A. Gehret, L. van den Dries and an anonymous
referee for the useful comments and corrections.
2. Surreal numbers
2.1. Surreal numbers consist of “all numbers great and small”. The con-
struction of surreal numbers goes back to [Con76]. One of the most striking ideas
of J.H. Conway is to merge two fundamental constructions of numbers: Dedekind’s
construction of real numbers in terms of cuts in the set of rational numbers, and
von Neumann’s construction of ordinal numbers by transfinite induction in terms
of set membership. All that is needed to get started with surreal numbers is the
basis of set theory (to be precise: the axiomatic “NEG with Global Choice”, which
extends conservatively “ZFC”, see e.g. [FS96]), the following two definitions and
nothing more than the empty set ∅. Let us paraphrase J.H. Conway:
Definition 2.1 (Conway).
(S1) If L, R are any two sets of numbers, and no member of L is ≥ any member
of R, then there is a number {L |R}. All numbers are constructed in this
way.
(S2) For two numbers a = {L |R} and b = {L′ |R′}, we say that a ≥ b iff no
member of R is ≤ b and no member of L′ is ≥ a. Note that a ≤ b just
means b ≥ a.
(S3) For two numbers a, b, we say that a = b if a ≤ b and b ≤ a.
The very first number has to be {∅ | ∅} which is naturally called the number 0.
Then come 1 := {0 | ∅} and −1 := {∅ | 0}. We leave it to the reader to check that
these 3 pairs actually define surreal numbers, and that they verify: −1 < 0 < 1.
Likewise, one obtains at the next step for example:
(2.1)
− 2 := {∅ | − 1} < −1 < −1
2
:= {−1 | 0} < 0 < 1
2
:= {0 | 1} < 1 < 2 := {1 | ∅}.
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Actually, just by considering numbers of the type {L | ∅} and by transfinite in-
duction, we can construct any well-ordered set. E.g., all the natural numbers are
recovered via the simple induction formula: n + 1 := {n | ∅}, and the first infinite
ordinal is:
ω := {1, 2, 3, . . . | ∅}.
In other words, the proper class of ordinal numbers – denote it by On – is included
into surreal numbers, the proper class of the latter being denoted by No. Likewise,
anti-well-ordered sets are defined by restricting to the numbers {∅ |R}. The choice
of 1/2 and −1/2 for the preceding surreal numbers, with its implicit arithmetical
content, will be justified thereafter.
Due to their inductive construction, surreal numbers naturally form a hierarchy.
More precisely, to each surreal number one can assign its birthday: the ordinal
number at which it has been constructed [Con76, Theorem 16, p.30]. Moreover,
any surreal number a of birthday α is equal to a cut {L |R} among the numbers
with birthday less than α. Therefore, for any ordinal β < α, a defines a cut among
the numbers with birthday less than β:
{b < a, birthday(b) < β | b > a, birthday(b) < β},
the latter cut being itself a number aβ of birthday β. Following P. Ehrlich’s termi-
nology [Ehr94], such aβ is said to be simpler than a, denoted by aβ <s a. The
relation ≤s is a well-founded partial order relation on No. Conway comes to this
observation after establishing that No can be viewed as a lexicographically ordered
binary tree [Con76, p.11] (see Figure 1).
Then, with the preceding notations, the aβ ’s are exactly the nodes above a, and
a itself as a node gives rise at the next stage to exactly two new surreal numbers,
one at its immediate left and another at its immediate right. Now, to each branch
of the tree a sign can be attributed ⊖ if the branch tilts to the left, ⊕ if it tilts to the
right. This leads us to another representation for a surreal number: the sequence of
signs which expresses the unique path connecting it to the common root 0. We call
it the sign sequence representation of a surreal number. Conversely, any sign
sequence of length some ordinal is the sign sequence of a unique surreal number
[Con76, Theorem 18].
0
⊖−1 ⊕ 1
⊖−2 ⊕ − 12 ⊖12 ⊕ 2
⊖−3 ⊕ − 32
− 1ω 1ω
⊖3
2
⊕
3
ω−ω
Figure 1. The tree of surreal numbers.
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Gonshor takes the existence of such a representation as a starting point for the
theory of No, assuming that the proper class On of ordinal numbers is given. In
[Gon86], he uses the following equivalent definition for No:
Definition 2.2 (Gonshor). A surreal number is any function from a given ordinal
number to the set of two elements: {⊖, ⊕}, i.e. informally, a sequence of pluses and
minuses indexed by some ordinal.
The ordinal α on which the surreal number is defined is called its length – set
l(a) := α – which coincides with the birthday of a. The partial ordering on No
called the simplicity ordering is defined as:
a ≤s b⇔ the sign sequence of a is an initial subsequence of that of b.
For the total ordering, let a and b be any two surreal numbers with l(a) ≤
l(b). Consider the sign sequence of a completed with 0’s so that the two sign
sequences have same length. Then consider the lexicographical order between
them, denoted by ≤, based on the following relation:
⊖ < 0 < ⊕
e.g. the inequalities (2.1) can be written as:
⊖⊖ < ⊖ < ⊖⊕ < 0 < ⊕⊖ < ⊕ < ⊕⊕ .
Returning to Conway’s construction, the reader might have noticed a seeming
ambiguity. What is for instance the number {−1 | 1}? Or {−2 | 1/2, 1, 2}? In fact,
both of them are equal to 0, i.e. {∅ | ∅}. This indicates that the representation of
a number as an actual cut {L |R} is not unique. The following notion appearing
in Gonshor’s book [Gon86, p.9] helps to clarify the situation a bit. Take two pairs
(L,R) and (L′, R′) of subsets of No with L < R and L′ < R′. (L′, R′) is said to
be cofinal in (L,R) if for any (a, b) ∈ L × R, there is (a′, b′) ∈ L′ × R′, such that
a ≤ a′ < b′ ≤ b. (L′, R′) and (L,R) are mutually cofinal if (L′, R′) is cofinal in
(L,R) and (L,R) is cofinal in (L′, R′). One has that:
Theorem 2.3 (Cofinality theorem [Gon86, Thms. 2.6-2.7]). Let a = {L |R} and
(L′, R′) be cofinal in (L,R). Then:
• if L′ < a < R′, then a = {L′ |R′};
• if (L,R) is cofinal in (L′, R′), namely if (L,R) and (L′, R′) are mutually
cofinal, then a = {L′ |R′}.
Theorem 2.4 (Inverse cofinality theorem [Gon86, Thms. 2.8-2.9]). Let a be a
number, and let La := {b ∈ No ; b < a and b <s a}, Ra := {b ∈ No ; b >
a and b <s a}. Then a = {La |Ra}. Moreover, if a = {L′ |R′}, then (L′, R′) is
cofinal in (La, Ra).
The simplest surreal number that lies between −1 and 1, or between −2 and
{1/2, 1, 2}, is indeed 0. For any surreal number a, its representation {La |Ra} for
La and Ra as above is called the canonical cut of a. By abuse of notation, we also
denote the canonical cut by a = {aL | aR} where aL and aR are general elements
of the canonical sets La and Ra (e.g. aL = n if La = N).
Now the notations 1/2 := {0 | 1} and−1/2 := {1 | 0} can be partly justified by the
following intuitive statement: they are the simplest numbers between 0 and 1, and
−1 and 0 respectively. In fact, any surreal number of finite length corresponds to a
dyadic fraction. Subsequently, among the surreals of length ω, we find the rationals
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non-dyadic and the irrational real numbers. Note that we also get a priori non-real
numbers, like the simplest infinitely large number ω (recall that ω := {n | ∅}), or
the simplest infinitesimal one {0 | 1/2n} to which we assign the symbol 1/ω. In
the following section such an assignation will be plainly justified from an algebraic
standpoint.
2.2. A universal domain for real closed fields. The next tour de force in
Conway’s construction is not only to reconstruct numbers as ordered elements but
also to recover the algebraic relations between them, and even to uncover some new
ones.
Definition 2.5 (Field operations). For any surreal numbers a = {aL | aR} and
b = {bL | bR}, let us define:
addition: a+ b := {aL + b, a+ bL | aR + b, a+ bR}
inverse element: −a := {−aR | − aL};
neutral element: 0 = {∅ | ∅};
multiplication: a · b := {aL · b+ a · bL − aL · bL,
aR · b+ a · bR − aR · bR |
aL · b+ a · bR − aL · bR,
aR · b+ a · bL − aR · bL}
neutral element: 1 = {0 | ∅} = ⊕.
First of all, we need to check that these inductive formulas are well-defined. For
the definitions of the addition and of the inverse element, one can observe that the
elements of the left hand set of the cut formula are < the elements of the right
hand set, for instance a + bL < aR + b. For the multiplication, the corresponding
necessary condition is less obvious. It relies on the following type of observations:
(a− aR)(b− bL) < 0 < (a− aL) · (b − bL)⇔
aL · b+ a · bL − aL · bL < a · b < aR · b+ a · bL − aR · bL.
Let us illustrate by an example the multiplication formula. Consider ω := {n | ∅}
and 1/ω := {0 | 1/2m} (recall that n and m implicitly denote arbitrary positive
integers) and suppose that we have already defined the multiplication of simpler
pairs of numbers. Then:
ω · 1
ω
= {n | ∅} ·
{
0 | 1
2m
}
=
{
n · 1
ω
+ 0 · ω − 0 · n |n · 1
ω
+ ω · 1
2m
− n · 1
2m
}
=
{
n · 1
ω
|n · 1
ω
+ (ω − n) · 1
2m
}
= 1 since n · 1
ω
< 1 < (ω − n) · 1
2m
.
There is no simple formula in terms of sign sequences for the various operations,
except for the additive inverse of a surreal number: the sign sequence of −a is
derived from that of a by changing ⊕’s into ⊖’s and ⊖’s into ⊕’s.
Note that Gonshor proves the so-called uniformity properties for these opera-
tions as well as for the maps that will be defined later on [Gon86, Theorems 3.2, 3.5
etc.]. For example in the case of the addition, this means that a+b may be obtained
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by taking any cuts a = {L | R} and b = {L′ | R′} in the respective cofinality classes
instead of taking their canonical cuts, and applying the same formula as above. In
other words, the formulas do not depend on the cuts for which aL, aR, bL, bR can
be taken as general elements.
We already identified real numbers in terms of cuts among the dyadic fractions:
Definition 2.6. a is a real number iff:
a =
{
a− 1
2n
| a+ 1
2n
}
(where it is understood that n varies in N).
In terms of sign sequences, Gonshor establishes that real numbers are those with
either finitely many signs or with length ω and not ultimately of constant sign.
On real numbers, the previously defined operations restrict well and one thereby
obtains a subfield of No having the least upper bound property, i.e. a copy of the
field R.
Addition and multiplication also restrict well to ordinal numbers: they corre-
spond to the notions of natural sum and product, also called Hessenberg operations.
Recall that these operations consist in taking the Cantor normal form of ordinal
numbers and applying addition and multiplication on them as if they were actual
polynomials in an abstract variable ω.
Following Conway, a proper class with a field structure is called a Field. Con-
cerning No itself, one obtains:
Theorem 2.7 ([Con76, Ch. 1], [Gon86, Theorems 3.3, 3.6, 3.7 ]). The class No
endowed with its ordering ≤ and the operations +, − and · is a totally ordered Field
which contains R and On.
No being an ordered Field carries a natural valuation (see e.g. [PC83, Ch. II,
Sect. 4, Satz 1] or [Kuh00, p.16]) which sends an element to the class of elements
that are Archimedean equivalent – write a ≍ b – to itself, i.e. for any a ∈ No,
denoting its absolute value by |a| = max{a,−a}:
[a] := {b ∈ No | ∃n ∈ N, |a| ≤ n · |b| and |b| ≥ n · |a|}.
Conway says that a and b are commensurate, whereas Gonshor says that a and b
have same order of magnitude. Note that the positive part of such equivalence class
is always convex, so it needs to have a unique element of minimal length. In other
words, there is a canonical complete system of representatives of the Archimedean
equivalence classes which forms a cross section of the value group. Conway finds
a way to express naturally such elements as the images of his so-called ω-map, a
map that generalizes the classical ordinal exponentiation:
Theorem 2.8 ([Con76, Ch.3, Theorems 19 and 20], [Gon86, Theorems 5.1 to 5.4]).
The recursive formula:
∀a ∈ No, ωa :=
{
0, n · ωaL | ωaR/2n
}
(where it is understood that n varies in N) defines an ordered Group morphism:
Ω : (No,+, <)→ (No>0, ·, <)
a 7→ Ω(a) := ωa
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that extends the exponentiation with base ω of the ordinals. Moreover, for any
a ∈ No, the surreal number ωa is the positive representative of minimal length in
its own Archimedean equivalence class.
Denote by ωNo the Image of the ω-map. Note that the residue field R of the
natural valuation is naturally embedded in No. Thus, one has an approximation
algorithm: for any surreal number a, there are a surreal number b and a real number
r such that |a − ωb · r| is less than |a| and |ωb · r| and in a different Archimedean
class, which we denote as a− ωb · r ≺ a and a− ωb · r ≺ ωb, and also as a ∼ ωb · r.
Such b is called Ind(a) in [Gon86, Ch.10, Sect.C], defining thus a map which is
an incarnation of the natural valuation in the sense of Krull. The value group
is (isomorphic to) No viewed as an ordered additive Group, whose multiplicative
copy is the cross section ωNo. We are in the situation where an adapted version of
Kaplansky’s Embedding Theorem (see [Kap42][PC83, Satz 21, p.62]) applies. We
can say that No is weakly spherically complete, namely every set of balls
directed by inclusion has non-empty intersection. Equivalently, any pseudo-Cauchy
sequence indexed by some ordinal has a pseudo limit in No. Subsequently, No is
isomorphic to the following Field of formal power series R((ωNo)), i.e. the class
of formal expressions
∑
i<λ ω
ai · ri where λ ∈ On, (ai)i<λ is a strictly decreasing
sequence in No and for any i < λ, ri ∈ R \ {0}.
Remark 2.9. Note that we are abusing the notation R((ωNo)), since it usually
denotes the full Field of generalized power series (also called Hahn series field
or Malcev-Neumann series field: see e.g. [Mat14]) which is bigger than No. Indeed,
in this context, the field of generalized series, as a maximally valued field, should
consist of series with supports being classes. This corresponds to pseudo-Cauchy
sequences indexed by classes.
Conway and Gonshor respectively establish two direct constructive proofs of the
description of surreal numbers as power series. They are based on the following
key fact: one does have in No a notion of convergence for such generalized series.
Indeed, any generalized series
∑
i<λ ω
ai · ri is defined in No as the simplest surreal
number having exactly such expansion. In other words, if λ = α+1, then
∑
i<λ ω
ai ·
ri :=
∑
i<α ω
ai · ri + ωλ · rλ. If λ is a limit ordinal, then
∑
i<λ ω
ai · ri is defined as
the cut obtained as follows for ǫ ∈ R>0:∑
i<λ
ωai · ri :=
∑
i≤α
ωai · ri + ωaα · (rα − ǫ), α < λ |
∑
i≤α
ωai · ri + ωaα · (rα + ǫ), α < λ

 .
Consequently, the approximation algorithm leads to a unique expansion of a sur-
real number as a generalized series. Indeed, if the expansion of a surreal number a
were indexed over all the ordinals, then its length l(a) would be greater than On.
Thus we obtain an actual new expression for surreal numbers:
Theorem 2.10 (Conway normal form of surreal numbers [Gon86, Theorems 5.5
to 5.8]). Any surreal number a ∈ No can be written uniquely as
a =
∑
i<λ
ωai · ri, the normal form of a,
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where λ ∈ On, the transfinite sequence (ai)i<λ is strictly decreasing and for any
i < λ, ri ∈ R \ {0}. Thus:
No = R((ωNo)).
where ωNo is seen as the Group of (generalized) monomials.
We recall that the addition of such generalized series is termwise and the mul-
tiplication is (the straightforward generalization of) the convolution product for
power series (Cauchy product). For ordinal numbers, the Conway normal form
coincides with the classical Cantor normal form.
Example 2.11. For any non-negative integers n and m, one has that:
ω−n =
{
0 | ω
−(n−1)
2k
}
,
and in particular:
ω0 := {0 | ∅} = 1, ω−1 =
{
0 | 1
2k
}
=
1
ω
(k ∈ N).
Moreover, by induction on n+m and applying Theorem 2.3:
ω−n · ω−m =
{
0 | ω
−(n−1)
2k
}
·
{
0 | ω
−(m−1)
2l
}
=
{
0,
ω−(m−1)
2l
· ω−m + ω
−(n−1)
2k
· ω−m − ω
−(n−1)
2k
· ω
−(m−1)
2l
|
ω−(n−1)
2k
· ω−m, ω−n · ω
−(m−1)
2l
}
=
{
0 | ω
−(m+n−1)
2i
}
= ω−(n+m).
Subsequently, we can compute:
∑
n≥0
ω−n =
{
N∑
n=0
ω−n − ω−N |
N∑
n=0
ω−n + ω−N
}
(N ∈ N)
=
{
1− ω−N−1
1− ω−1 − ω
−N | 1− ω
−N−1
1− ω−1 + ω
−N
}
=
1
1− ω−1 ·
{
1− ω−N | 1 + ω−N − 2 · ω−N−1}
=
1
1− ω−1 · 1
=
1
1− ω−1 .
Remark 2.12. The notion of generalized series goes back to the seminal paper
[Hah07] of H. Hahn. There, he uses such construction of formal power series with
real coefficients and exponents in an arbitrary ordered set, to prove what is called
now the Hahn embedding theorem for ordered Abelian groups. The key tool to
obtain such an embedding is the Archimedean equivalence relation. Hence, the
Conway normal form of a surreal number can be viewed also as an extension of
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Hahn’s result to No viewed as an ordered Abelian Group. Now, considering its
multiplicative version ωNo, we can introduce the following natural formalism:
ωa = ω
∑
i<λ
ωai ·ri =:
∏
i<λ
(
ωω
ai
)ri
.
Note that the numbers ωω
b
for b ∈ No consists of a canonical complete system of
representatives of the equivalence classes of surreal numbers that aremultiplicatively
equivalent in the following sense: for a ∈ No>0, |a| ≻ 1,
[a]mult = [a
−1]mult := {b±1 ∈ No | ∃n ∈ N, |a|n ≥ |b| and |b|n ≥ |a|}.
Note that the Conway normal form of any surreal number a can be split into
three parts (each of which possibly trivial) in the following two manners. Firstly:
a =
∑
ai>0
ωai · ri + ri0 +
∑
ai<0
ωai · ri
= purely infinite part + constant term + infinitesimal part.
(2.2)
Secondly:
a = ωa1 · r1 · (1 + ǫ)
= leading monomial · leading coefficient · unit.(2.3)
For the sake of notation, let J ⊆ No be the (non-unital) ring of purely infinite
surreal numbers.
It follows from the representation of a surreal number as a generalized power
series (with real closed residue field R and divisible valued group No) and from
Kaplansky’s Embedding Theorem that the Field No is a universal domain for real
closed fields in the following strong sense. A subset S of No is said to be initial if
it verifies:
∀(a, b) ∈ S ×No, b <s a ⇒ b ∈ S.
Theorem 2.13 (Universal real closed Field).
(1) [Con76, Ch. 5] [Gon86, Ch. 5, Sect. D] The proper class No is a real
closed Field.
(2) [Con76, Theorems 28 and 29] [Ehr01, Theorems 9 and 19] Any divisible
ordered Abelian group, respectively any real closed field, is isomorphic to an
initial subgroup of (No,+), respectively an initial subfield of (No,+, ·).
E.g., a surreal number a = ωa1 · r1 · (1 + ǫ) has an nth root if and only if its
leading coefficient r1 ∈ R has an nth root, via the following formula:
a1/n = ωa1/n · r1/n1 · (1 + ǫ)1/n
where (1 + ǫ)1/n is construed as the corresponding series expansion in powers of
ǫ (straightforward generalization of the Maclaurin-Taylor series expansion for the
function (1 + x)1/n of a real variable x).
Remark 2.14. The previous comment as well as Example 2.11 provide a glimpse
of the following fact [Con76, Remark p.43]: any function analytic in some non-
empty domain of the real plane can be extended to the surreal numbers enclosed in
such domain via its local power series expansion. This will also be illustrated in
the following section. In fact, there is an actual theory of analytic functions over
surreal numbers [All87].
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2.3. Exponential and logarithmic functions. Building on unpublished ideas
of Kruskal, Gonshor defines inductively in [Gon86] a surjective exponential map:
exp : (No,+, <)→ (No>0, · , <)
by means of the power series expansion of the real exponential map:
(2.4) ex =
∑
k≥0
xk
k!
.
He obtains also a partial inductive definition of its reciprocal function, the loga-
rithmic map log : (No>0, · )→ (No,+). This terminology is also justified by the
following key fact: these maps coincide with the usual exponential and logarithm
on real numbers, and with (the extension to surreal numbers of) the Maclaurin-
Taylor series (2.4) in powers of a for any infinitesimal surreal a. Let us denote
En(x) :=
∑n
k=0
xk
k! .
Theorem 2.15 ([Gon86, Theorems 10.1 to 10.9, Corollaries 10.1 to 10.3]). Con-
sider the recursive formula:
∀a ∈ No, exp(a) :={
0, exp(aL)En(a− aL), exp(aR)E2n+1(a− aR) | exp(a
R)
En(aR − a) ,
exp(aL)
E2n+1(aL − a)
}
where n ∈ N and in the right hand side, only the n’s such that E2n+1(aL − a) > 0
are considered. This defines an ordered Group isomorphism:
exp : (No,+, <)→ (No>0, ·, <)
a 7→ exp(a).
The reciprocal isomorphism is denoted:
log : (No>0, ·, <)→ (No,+, <)
b 7→ log(b).
which verifies for any b ∈ No:
log(ωb) :=
{
log(ωb
L
) + n, log(ωb
R
)− ω(bR−b)/n |
log(ωb
R
)− n, log(ωbL) + ω(b−bL)/n
}
.
Moreover, for any r ∈ R, s ∈ R>0 and a ∈ No, a ≺ 1:

exp(r) = er
exp(a) =
∑
k≥0
ak
k!
and


log(s) = ln(s)
log(1 + a) =
∑
k≥1
(−1)k+1ak
k
,


exp(r) = er
exp(a) =
∑
k≥0
ak
k!
and


log(s) = ln(s)
log(1 + a) =
∑
k≥1
(−1)k+1ak
k
.
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Let us give a hint on how to verify the validity of the inductive formula for exp.
Since En is a truncation of the full series (2.4), one can observe that the elements
involved in the cut verify for instance:
exp(aL)En(a− aL) < exp(aL) · exp(a− aL) = exp(a) =
=
exp(aL)
exp(aL − a) <
exp(aL)
E2n+1(aL − a)
whenever only the n’s for which E2n+1(aL − a) > 0 are considered.
The computation of the exponential for finite surreal numbers (i.e. of type x =
r + ǫ for some real r and some infinitesimal ǫ) amounts to determining the sum
of their power series via (2.4). For purely infinite surreal numbers (i.e. numbers
whose Conway normal form has only positive exponents), Gonshor obtains specific
results. As an example, let us compute:
exp(ω) = exp ({n | ∅})
= {0, exp(n) · En(ω − n) | ∅} (n ∈ N)
(since E2n+1(n− ω) < 0 for any n)
= {ωn | ∅} (by cofinality)
= ωω.
Similarly, one can show that for some of the subsequent infinite ordinals, exp co-
incides with the omega map, which itself coincides with ordinal exponentiation.
However, this is not a general rule. For instance, let us consider the first epsilon
number ε0 = {1, ω, ωω, . . . | ∅} = {Ωn(0) | ∅}. Recall that this is the first fixed
point of the ordinal exponentiation: ωε0 = ε0. Supposing that we have already
proved that exp coincides with Ω on the infinite ordinals Ωn(0), n > 1, we compute
as before:
exp(ε0) = exp ({Ωn(0) | ∅}) (n ∈ N)
= {0, exp (Ωn(0)) · Em (ε0 − Ωn(0)) | ∅} (m ∈ N)
=
{
Ωn+1(0) · (ε0 − Ωn(0))m | ∅
}
(by cofinality)
= {ωε0·m | ∅} (since ωε0 = ε0 and again by cofinality)
= ωε0·ω = ωω
ε0+1 6= ε0.
The following theorem describes the exact relation between the exponential map
and the omega map for purely infinite surreal numbers.
Theorem 2.16 ([Gon86, Theorems 10.8 to 10.13]). Monomials correspond to ex-
ponentials of purely infinite surreal numbers:
ωNo = exp(J).
Moreover for any purely infinite surreal number a =
∑
i<λ ω
airi (i.e. ∀i, ai > 0):
exp(a) = ωy with y =
∑
i<λ
ωg(ai)ri
where the map g : No>0 → No is defined by:
g(a) :=
{
Ind(a), g(aL) | g(aR)} .
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The inverse map log of exp satisfies for any surreal number b =
∑
j<λ ω
bjsj:
log(ωb) = log(
∏
j<λ
(
ωω
bj
)sj
) =
∑
j<λ
ωh(bj)
where the map h : No→ No>0 is defined by:
h(b) :=
{
0, h(bL) | h(bR), ωb/2n} .
We have h = g−1 on No.
Subsequently, Gonshor gives detailed results on the map g. For instance, he
proves in [Gon86, Theorem 10.17] that g(a) = a – equivalently, exp coincides with
Ω on ωa – for any surreal number a such that εα + ω ≤ a ≤ β < εα+1 or such
that 1 ≤ a ≤ β < ε0 for some α, β ∈ On (εα denotes as usual the α’th epsilon
number). In turn, Gonshor shows that g fails to be the identity map in a close
neighborhood of any of the generalized epsilon numbers, i.e. the fixed points for the
ω-map [Gon86, Ch.9]. This illustrates a key difference between Ω and exp, since
the latter cannot have fixed points.
As it has been underlined in [vdDE01], the results on No described so far agree
with important results on the model theory of the ordered field of real numbers
with restricted analytic functions and the exponential function. More precisely, let
Lan(exp) be the language of ordered rings augmented by a symbol for each real
multivariate power series convergent on the closed unit hypercube corresponding to
their domain, and by a symbol exp, and let Tan,exp be the Lan(exp)-theory of the
field of real numbers where the Lan(exp)-symbols are naturally construed as:
• the real analytic functions corresponding to their convergent power series
expansion on the hypercube on and extended by 0 outside of it to a well-
defined map on R;
• the real exponential map for exp, with the axiomatization proved by Ressayre
[Res93].
The corresponding structure Ran,exp is model complete, o-minimal and has a com-
plete axiomatization with Tan,exp [Wil96, SecondMain Theorem] [vdDMM94, Corol-
laries 4.5, 4.6 and 5.13]. Recall that these key model theoretic properties have
striking geometric counterparts, which are the so-called tameness properties after
Grothendieck’s [Gro97]: finiteness of the number of connected components, cell de-
composition, dimension theory, triangulation,... See [vdD98] and [Cos99]. Using
the previously described interpretation of Lan(exp) and the corresponding results
in Gonshor’s work, the authors obtain:
Theorem 2.17 ([vdDE01, Theorem 2.1]). The structureNoan,exp is an elementary
extension of Ran,exp.
Moreover, the authors describe a family of initial subfields of No, each of which
providing an elementary substructure ofNoan,exp as well as an elementary extension
of Ran,exp. This means that all these fields share the same first order properties, in
particular the geometry based on these non-Archimedean fields is tame.
3. From Hardy fields to transseries and H-fields
3.1. Hardy fields and tame geometry. Few years after Gonshor’s [Gon86], sev-
eral other similar non standard models of Ran,exp appeared in two different areas
in connection with new important results:
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• in model theory, the field of Logarithmic-Exponential series [vdDMM97,
vdDMM94] and the fields of Exponential-Logarithmic series [Kuh00, KS05]
related to the results already cited on the theories of Rexp and Ran,exp;
• in differential equations, fields of grid-based and well-ordered transseries
[vdH97, vdH06, Sch01] related to the proof of the Dulac conjecture [É92].
In any case, one of the main purposes of these objects is to provide formal ana-
logues to non oscillating functions, in the sense of asymptotic scales. In terms of
real functions, exp and log have been used at an earlier stage to describe asymp-
totically non oscillating functions. Many interesting functions have an asymptotic
behavior at +∞ that can be described in terms of exp, log and algebraic functions
– for instance, the prime number theorem says that π(x) ∼ xlog(x) , or Stirling’s
approximation states that n! = Γ(n) ∼ √2πnen log(n)−n. Especially, one can obtain
asymptotic equivalents at +∞ for solutions of differential equations (Airy functions,
hypergeometric functions, etc.).
The theory of such asymptotic expression was eventually formalized by Hardy in
his logarithmico-exponential functions (LE-functions) [Har10], after the work of Du
Bois-Reymond, with further inspiration from Liouville’s work on elementary func-
tions. We paraphrase Hardy’s definition using germs instead of actual functions.
We define the germ (at +∞) of a real function f : (a,+∞)→ R as the equivalence
class:
[f ] := {g : (b,+∞)→ R : ∃c ∈ R ∀x > c (f(x) = g(x))}.
Germs of real functions form a ring – let us denote it by G – with the identity given
by the constant function [1] and the operations [f ]+[g] = [f+g] and [f ·g] = [f ] · [g].
By definition, the class of logarithmico-exponential germs (LE-germs) is the
smallest ring of germs such that:
• the germs of the constant functions and of the identity function x : R→ R
are in the ring;
• if [f ] is in the class, then [exp(f)] is in the ring;
• if [f ] is in the class and the image of f is strictly positive, then [log(f)] is
in the ring;
• if [f ] is in the class, and the image of f is contained in the domain of a
semi-algebraic function A, [A(f)] is in the ring.
Note that, by construction, any LE-function f is differentiable in a neighborhood
of +∞ and its derivative f ′ is again a LE-function. The mapping [f ] 7→ [f ′] is a
well-defined derivation on LE-germs. Moreover, as a crucial result [Har10, Theo-
rem, p.18], LE-functions are eventually continuous, of constant sign and monotonic.
Subsequently, LE-germs form an ordered field, and eventually a differential ordered
field. Therefore, one can compare the order of growth of logarithmico-exponential
germs. We define (compare with the definitions given before and after Theorem
2.8):
• [f ] ≺ [g] if limx→+∞ f
g
(x) = 0; equivalently, if n · [f ] < [g] for all n ∈ N;
• [f ] 4 [g] if [g] 6≺ [f ];
• [f ] ≍ [g] if [f ] 4 [g] and [g] 4 [f ];
• [f ] ∼ [g] if [f ]− [g] ≺ [f ] and [f ]− [g] ≺ [g].
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For instance, we have [ex] ≻ [xn] for all n ∈ N, while [ex] ∼ [ex] + [log(x)], and
so on. In fact, for any two germs [f ], [g], one has either [f ] ≺ [g], [g] ≺ [f ], or
[f ] ∼ [rg] for some non-zero real number r ∈ R.
LE-germs represent a large asymptotic scale, which includes the usual scale con-
sisting of powers of x, and that has still the rich algebraic structure of an ordered
differential field. Building on Hardy’s work, Bourbaki introduced the following
general notion:
Definition 3.1 ([Bou76, p.V-36]). A Hardy field is a subring of G that is a field
and that is closed under differentiation.
For instance, the field of (germs of) rational fractions with real coefficients R(x)
is a Hardy field. So is the field of functions real meromorphic at infinity R{1/x}.
There are various ways to derive new Hardy fields from a given one K: by taking its
real closure Krc in G [Rob72]; by taking its Liouville closure (i.e. closing under
integration and logarithmic integration) K lc in G [Bou76]; by taking its closure
under resolution of differential equations Q(y)y′ = P (y) for P,Q ∈ K[y] [Ros83,
based on an unpublished work by M. Singer]; by adjoining solutions of certain
second order linear differential equations [Bos87, Ros95]. Note that the field of
LE-germs is not closed under the latter extensions; by Liouville’s theorem, it does
not contain the antiderivative of e−x
2
.
In fact, Hardy fields tends to be central objects in tame geometry: given an
o-minimal structure over R, the germs at +∞ of unary real functions that are
definable (i.e. whose graph is a subset definable in the structure) form a Hardy
field. Indeed, differentiation is a definable operation, and functions are ultimately
non oscillating by o-minimality. The simplest examples are the Hardy fields cor-
responding to the structure of semialgebraic sets and to subanalytic sets : they
consist in Puiseux power series at +∞ with real coefficients and that are algebraic,
respectively convergent. Another key example, which contains both the preceding
examples and the field of LE-germs, is the Hardy field corresponding to Ran,exp.
Note that, in this case also, one has an explicit description of these germs in terms
of compositions of exp, log and restricted real analytic functions [vdDMM94, Corol-
lary 4.7].
Nevertheless, understanding Hardy fields in full generality remains a challenging
problem. Generally speaking, the union of two Hardy fields does not generate a
Hardy field. It implies that there is no maximum Hardy field, but several maximal
ones. Furthermore, there exist Hardy fields that contain functions growing more
than any iteration of the exponential function [Bos86]. Several questions remain
unanswered: how do maximal Hardy fields look like? What differential equations
can be solved in them? Are there maximal Hardy fields corresponding to some
o-minimal structure?
3.2. From the standpoint of formal power series. As we already announced,
there are several similar non standard models of the theory of Ran,exp based on
generalized power series: fields of LE-series, EL-series and transseries. All of them
are special kinds of ordered fields of formal power series, which carry exponential
and logarithmic maps. Recall that, according to [KKS97], there is no hope for
defining a global exponential function directly on a full field of generalized power
series R((M)) (where M denotes the (multiplicatively written) ordered Abelian
group of (generalized) monomials). Indeed, such exp should give an isomorphism
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between the additive group and the positive part of the multiplicative group. By
decomposing the additive group as in (2.2) and the multiplicative group as in (2.3),
one can verify that the isomorphism induces three isomorphisms between the three
components of the decompositions. However, even though such isomorphisms exist
in any generalized series field on the elements of non negative valuation (i.e., the
“finite series”, compare with Theorem 2.15), there cannot be any between the ad-
ditive group of series having terms with negative value (i.e. “purely infinite” series)
and the multiplicative group of monomials M, as proven in [KKS97]. Thus, no
global exponential function exist.
Hence, one has to use a special construction to obtain such isomorphism in the
context of generalized power series. The main common idea in the different versions
is due independently to [D84, DG87] and [É92], and may be seen as an abstract
version of Hardy’s construction of log-exp functions [Har10]. It consists in building
extensions of a given R((M)) which will contain the missing elements to obtain a
well-defined exp and a surjective log: the corresponding field with global exp and
log is then obtained as a subfield of such an enlarged field of generalized series. Let
us describe the process for the exponential closure of R((M)):
• Any field of generalized series R((M)) has a partial exponential map e
defined on the series with non negative value (the “finite part” of the series)
using the real exponential map and the Taylor formula (2.4).
• Given a field of generalized series (R((M)), e) endowed with a partial ex-
ponential map e, we consider M♯ =: e♯ (R((M≻1))) a multiplicative copy
of the group of purely infinite series where the morphism e♯ is intended to
extend e. More precisely, the image of e and its complement are ordered
lexicographically. Accordingly, the exponential extension of (R((M)), e)
is the field (R((M♯)), e♯) for e♯ the corresponding function extension of e.
• Considering infinitely many iterated exponential extensions of the given
series field R((M)), its exponential closure – denote it by R((M))E – is the
direct limit of such tower of fields with partial exponentials. The morphism
obtained as a limit of the partial e’s is a surjective exponential that we
denote by exp.
Note that R((M))E is a subfield of the generalized series field R((ME)) where ME
denotes the union of the iterated extended groups of monomials. Concerning the
logarithmic closure, different approaches provide different objects: see [KT12] for
a comparison between LE-series and EL-series. There are also variants in case one
imposes restrictions on the supports of the powers series considered: compare grid-
based and well-ordered transseries in [vdH97]. Note also that restricted analytic
functions extend to such various fields as they extend to generalized power series
fields (direct consequence of Neumann’s Lemma [N49]).
A key additional feature of these non standard models of Ran,exp is that they can
be endowed with particular nice derivations (provided that the initial field R((M))
carries such a derivation):
• that agree with the structure of power series, in particular which commute
with infinite sums [vdDMM01, Section 3] [Sch01, Definition 4.1.1] [KM11,
Definition 3.6];
• that are compatible with the exp and log functions, namely D(exp(x)) =
exp(x) ·D(x) and x ·D(log(x)) = D(x);
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• that behave very like the derivation of a Hardy field, in particular like
the Hardy field associated to Ran,exp (see [vdDMM01, Section 4] [KM11,
Definition 4.1] and the following section).
Recall that these power series with exp and log are meant to be formal counter-
parts to actual non oscillating functions, in particular in the context of differential
equations. This will be discussed further later on. Let us just state already the
following striking embedding theorem which follows directly from the cited model
theoretic results on Ran,exp:
Theorem 3.2 ([vdDMM01, Corollary 3.12]). The Hardy field associated to Ran,exp
embeds naturally as a differential exponential and logarithmic real closed field into
the field of LE-series.
In [Sch01], the author proposes an axiomatic version of transseries. In order to
avoid confusion, we slightly modify the terminology used by this author:
Definition 3.3. Let R((M)) be a field of generalized series and log be a function
such that:
(T1): the domain of log consists of the positive series;
(T2): log(M) ⊆ R((M≻1));
(T3): log(1 + ε) =
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1 ε
n
n
for any ε ∈ R((M41));
(T4): let (mn)n∈N be a sequence of monomials with mn+1 in the support of
log(mn) for all n. There is an integer n0 such that for any n ≥ n0, for any
m in the support of log(mn), one has that m < mn+1 and the coefficient of
mn+1 in log(mn) is ±1.
Note that such axioms remain verified by the corresponding transseries field
R((M))E. In fact, the author does even consider transfinite exponential extensions.
Axioms (T1) to (T3) mean that R((M)) is endowed with a so-called prelogarithm
[Kuh00]. (T4) takes into account the possible existence of elements of type:
y = exp(x+ exp(log2(x) + exp(log4(x) + . . . ))),
the latter being viewed as a formal solution to the functional equation: y = exp(x+
log2(y)) (x is construed as the germ of identity at +∞). Nevertheless, (T4) forbids
the existence of series of type:
exp(x + exp(log2(x) + exp(log4(x) + · · ·+ log6(x)) + log4(x)) + log2(x)).
The reader should compare this with the notion of irreducible surreal numbers in
[Con76, p. 33]. In [KM15], the authors introduced the more restrictive notion of
field of exp-log transseries as a common axiomatic for EL-series and transseries,
where (T4) is replaced by:
(ELT4): let (mn)n∈N be a sequence of monomials with mn+1 in the support
of log(mn) for all n. There is an integer n0 such that log(mn0+k) = mn0+k+1
for any k ∈ N.
As will be discussed with further details in Section 4 this axiom applies to an
important strict subfield of No, but not to No itself.
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3.3. H-fields as a common axiomatic framework. Concerning Hardy fields
as described in Section 3.1, Rosenlicht studied the remarkable properties linking
the derivation and the ordering as a differential ordered fields – or accordingly the
corresponding natural valuation v as a differential valued fields [Ros83]. Building
on his work, M. Aschenbrenner and L. van den Dries introduced in [AD02] the
following more abstract notion:
Definition 3.4. AnH-field is an ordered field (K,+, ·,≤) equipped with a function
D : K → K such that:
(1) additivity: D(x+ y) = D(x) +D(y);
(2) Leibniz rule: D(xy) = xD(y) + yD(x);
(3) H1: if x > ker(D), then D(x) > 0;
(4) H2: if |x| < c for some c ∈ ker(D), then there exists d ∈ ker(D) such that
|x− d| < c for all c ∈ ker(D).
For a Hardy field K, Condition H1 follows from the fact that if [f ] > R, then
limx→+∞ f(x) = +∞, which implies that f ′(x) is eventually positive, so [f ′] > 0.
Condition H2 holds whenever ker
(
d
dx
)
= R ⊆ K.
Given an H-field K with derivation D, the convex hull of ker(D) is a valuation
ring. Let us denote by v : K× → Γ the corresponding valuation, where Γ is a
suitable ordered Abelian group (v(x) ≥ 0 if and only if x is in the convex hull
of ker(D)). We shall use again the notation of Hardy and Du Bois-Reymond ac-
cordingly to this valuation (compare with Section 3.1). For x, y ∈ K×, we shall
write:
• x ≺ y if v(x) > v(y);
• x  y if v(x) ≥ v(y);
• x ≍ y if v(x) = v(y);
• x ∼ y if v(x− y) > v(x) and v(x − y) > v(y).
Derivation and valuation are linked via specific properties. For the sake of no-
tation, we shall denote by LD(x) the logarithmic derivative LD(x) := D(x)/x.
In particular, one has:
• a strong version of L’Hospital rule: ∀x, y 6≍ 1, (x ≺ y ⇔ D(x) ≺ D(y));
• a rule for LD: ∀x ≺ y ≺ 1, LD(x) < LD(y).
Note that these properties were also used in [KM11, KM12] by the authors as
axioms of a so-called Hardy type derivation for a differential valued field.
In most cases, one also requires that the derivation preserves infinitesimal ele-
ments.
Definition 3.5. AnH-field (K,D) has small derivation if D(x) ≺ 1 for all x ∈ K
such that x ≺ 1.
Note that this assumption is rather harmless. Indeed, for elements y, z ∈ K, z ≻
1, such that y = D(z), if we set Dy : x 7→ y ·D(x), then (K,Dy) is an H-field with
small derivation. Note also that all Hardy fields with their natural derivation ddx
are H-fields with small derivation ([f ] infinitesimal means that limx→+∞ f(x) = 0,
which implies that limx→+∞ f ′(x) = 0, so [f ′] is infinitesimal as well).
Rosenlicht observed in [Ros81] that some of the key relations between the deriva-
tion D and the valuation v can be encoded within the valued group Γ equipped
with an extra function that we denote also by LD: for γ = v(a) ∈ Γ 6=0, let
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LD(γ) := v(LD(a)) = v(D(a)/a) = v(D(a)) − γ. Such (Γ, LD) is called an as-
ymptotic couple in the context of Hardy fields. In [AD02], the authors enhance
this study of asymptotic couples for H-fields. In particular, of prime interest is the
following notion related to the question of integration:
Definition 3.6. Let (K,D) be an H-field. Given some a ∈ K, an element b ∈ K
is an asymptotic integral of a if a ∼ D(b).
Theorem 3.7 ([Ros83]). Let (K,D) be an H-field, with asymptotic couple (Γ, LD).
For all a ∈ K, v(a) is not the supremum of LD(Γ 6=0) if and only if a admits an
asymptotic integral in K.
Corollary 3.8. Let (K,D) be an H-field, with asymptotic couple (Γ, LD). If
LD(Γ 6=0) has no supremum in Γ, then every element of K admits an asymptotic
integral.
When all elements of K admits an asymptotic integral, we say that K admits
asymptotic integration. This notion applies particularly in the context of spherically
complete fields, the abstract version of fields of generalized power series (see Section
2.2).
Theorem 3.9 ([Kuh11]). Let K be an H-field. If every a ∈ K admits an asymp-
totic integral, and K is spherically complete, then every a ∈ K admits an integral.
Indeed, if one wants to find an integral of a given element a ∈ K, one can define a
sequence of approximations as follows: first, we let b0 be an asymptotic integral of a,
then we define inductively bi+1 to be the asymptotic integral of D(bi)−a. Provided
one takes appropriate precautions, such as using H2 to ensure that v(bi) 6= 0 for all
i, the resulting sequence (bi) is pseudo-Cauchy, and when K is spherically complete,
it has a pseudo-limit bω. If D(bω) = a, we are done. If not, we keep iterating on all
ordinals. The procedure eventually produces an integral for a.
As mentioned before, Hardy fields can be closed under algebraic extensions and
application of exp and log via the notion of Liouville closure (see Section 3.1).
Similarly, every H-field can be extended to a Liouville-closed H-field, that is to
say, a real closed H-field in which the equations y′ = a and z′ = az ∧ z 6= 0 have
solutions for all a. Moreover, suppose now that the H-field K is also equipped with
an exponential function exp : K → K>0 compatible with the derivation D, namely
such that D(exp(x)) = exp(x)D(x) for all x ∈ K>0. Then K is Liouville-closed
if and only if the equation y′ = a has a solution for all a ∈ K. Indeed, to solve
z′ = az ∧ z 6= 0 it suffices to take a b ∈ K such that D(b) = a and note that exp(b)
is a solution to z′ = az.
Theorem 3.10 ([AD02]). Every H-field has one or two Liouville closures up to
isomorphism.
In many important cases, the number of Liouville closures of an H-field K is
determined by the structure of its asymptotic couple (however, A. Gehret proved
recently that when K has asymptotic integration, the determining factor for the
number of Liouville closures is not the asymptotic couple, but rather the property
of “λ-freeness” of K [G16]). In [ADH1], the authors identified a key first order
axiom that applies to the field of LE-series and which implies uniqueness of the
Liouville closure.
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Definition 3.11. An H-field (K,D) is ω-free if it is real closed, it admits asymp-
totic integration, and
∀a ∃b (b ≻ 1 ∧ a− ω(LD(LD(b)))  LD(b)2.
where ω(y) := −(2y′ − y2).
ω-freeness relates to the solvability within K of second order linear equations of
type: 4y′′+fy = 0 which is governed by the behaviour of the corresponding Riccati
operator ω. This is already discussed in [Ros95] in the context of Hardy fields.
Theorem 3.12 ([ADH1, Corollary 13.6.2]). If an H-field K is ω-free, then it has
a unique Liouville closure up to isomorphism.
We conclude this section by quoting one of the main theorems of Aschenbrenner,
van den Dries and van der Hoeven in [ADH1], after having been conjectured by
the same authors 20 years ago. The other key notion is the one of Newtonianity,
a version with asymptotic constraints of differential Henselianity: any asymptotic
algebraic differential equation of Newton degree one has a root in the valuation
ring.
Theorem 3.13 ([ADH1]). Let T be the first-order theory in the language L =
{0, 1,+, ·, <,≺, D} whose models are the H-fields K such that:
• the derivation is small;
• K is Liouville-closed;
• K is ω-free;
• K is Newtonian.
Then T is complete and model-complete. Moreover, the fields of LE-series and
grid-based transseries are a model of T .
We can now state the relevant related questions: can No be given the structure
of an H-field? Is it a model of the theory T ? Is it universal?
4. Surreal derivations
Inspired by the definition of H-field, and by the properties of derivations on
fields of transseries, the authors define in [BM] derivations on No as follows.
Definition 4.1. A surreal derivation is a function D : No→ No satisfying the
following properties:
(1) Leibniz rule: D(xy) = xD(y) + yD(x);
(2) strong additivity: D
(∑
i∈I xi
)
=
∑
i∈I D(xi) if (xi : i ∈ I) is summable;
(3) compatibility with exponentiation: D(exp(x)) = exp(x)D(x);
(4) constant field R: ker(D) = R;
(5) H-field: if x > R, then D(x) > 0.
Recall that surreal numbers can be written in normal form as
x =
∑
i<λ
ωxi · ri =
∑
i<λ
eγi · ri,
with γi ∈ J.
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A naive attempt to construct a derivation D is to proceed by induction, using
the following identity, which is a consequence of rules (2), (3) and (4):
(4.1) D(x) = D
(∑
i<λ
eγi · ri
)
=
∑
i<λ
eγi · ri ·D(γi).
There are two obstructions, however, to such approach: the existence of log-
atomic numbers, and finding a way of working by induction.
4.1. Log-atomic numbers.
Definition 4.2. A surreal number x ∈ No is log-atomic if for all n ∈ N there
exists yn ∈ No such that
log(. . . (log︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(x)) . . . ) = ωyn .
We let L be the class of all log-atomic numbers.
For instance, the ordinal numbers ω and ǫ0 are log-atomic numbers; in fact, all
ǫ-numbers are log-atomic [Gon86]. If x is log-atomic, then (4.1) does not provide
information on its own regarding the value of D(x); for instance, it does not tell
anything about the value we should give to D(ǫ0). It is useful at this point to
classify log-atomic numbers. The first step in this direction was done in [KM15]
using a strategy inspired by Conway’s definition of the Ω-map.
Definition 4.3 ([KM15]). Given two positive infinite surreal numbers x, y ∈ No>N,
we say that x and y have the same exp-log class, and we write x ∼K y, if there
exists some n ∈ N such that
log(. . . (log︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(x)) . . . ) < y < exp(. . . (exp︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(x)) . . . ).
A κ-number is a surreal number that is the simplest in its own exp-log class.
Just as monomials can be parametrised by the Ω-map, κ-numbers can be simi-
larly parametrised by the κ-map. For the sake of notation, for n ∈ N, we define
inductively log0(x) = x, logn+1(x) = log(logn(x)), and similarly exp0(x) = x,
expn+1(x) = exp(expn(x)). Define
κx := {n, expn(x′) | logn(x′′)}
as n varies in N.
We have κ0 = ω, κ1 = ǫ0. Each κ-number is of the form κx for some x ∈ No. In
[KM15] the authors gave a detailed description of the sign sequence of κx in term
of the sign sequence of x, which in turn can be used to show that all κ-numbers are
log-atomic.
Theorem 4.4 ([KM15]). All κ-numbers, and their images via expn, logn, are log-
atomic.
However, the converse does not hold. To capture all log-atomic numbers, one
needs to use the finer notion of level adapted from Hardy fields [Ros87, MM97].
Definition 4.5. Given two positive infinite surreal numbers x, y ∈ No>N, we say
that x and y have the same level, and we write x ∼L y, if there exists some n ∈ N
such that
logn(x) ∼ logn(y).
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As for exp-log classes, a λ-number is a surreal number that is the simplest in
its own level. Again, λ-numbers can be parametrised via the λ-map:
λx :=
{
n, expn(n · logn(x′)) | expn
(
1
n
· logn(x′′)
)}
as n varies in N∗.
We have λ0 = ω, λ1 = exp(ω), λω = ǫ0. Each λ-number is of the form λx for
some x ∈ No.
Theorem 4.6 ([BM]). All λ-numbers are log-atomic, and all log-atomic numbers
are λ-numbers.
Moreover, the identity λx+1 = exp(λx) holds for all x ∈ No [ADH2], and com-
paring this equation with the definition of κ-number, one can verify that λx is a
κ-number if and only if x ∈ J.
Note that a priori, surreal derivations can take almost arbitrary values on L,
subject to very few restrictions: for all λ, µ ∈ L, one must have D(exp(λ)) =
exp(λ)D(λ), and if λ < µ, then 0 < D(λ) < D(µ). A further restriction imposed
by the definition of surreal derivation is that one must have log(D(λ))−log(D(µ)) ≺
max{λ, µ} for all distinct λ, µ ∈ L.
As in [BM], we now define ∂L : L → No as the simplest function respecting
the above restrictions. It turns out that such function ∂L can be calculated quite
explicitly. Given a surreal number x ∈ No, let α ∈ On be the least purely infinite
ordinal number such that λ−α ≥ −x; then
∂L(λx) = exp

 ∞∑
i=1
logi(λx)−
∑
β<α+1
λ−β

 =
= exp

 ∞∑
i=1
logi(λx)−
∑
β<γ+1
∞∑
i=1
logi(κ−β)


where γ is the unique ordinal such that λ−α = κ−γ . Note for instance that we
obtain ∂L(ω) = ∂L(λ0) = 1.
4.2. Extending ∂L to No. Let R〈〈L〉〉 be the smallest subfield of No containing
R, L, closed under exp, log, and infinite sums. It is immediate from the definition
that if ∂L extends to a surreal derivation, then its values on R〈〈L〉〉 are already
determined by the values of ∂L on L. Since R〈〈L〉〉 can be constructed inductively
from R and L by taking successive closures, (4.1) does provide an inductive defini-
tion of such values. One still has to check that the definition is well posed, namely
that the infinite sums appearing on the right hand side are indeed summable. This
can be done, for instance, by verifying that ∂L can be extended first to R((L)), and
then by applying the results of [Sch01].
The fact that (4.1) provides an inductive definition of the extension of ∂L to
R〈〈L〉〉 is due to the fact that R〈〈L〉〉 satisfies the condition (ELT4) as mentioned
in Section 3.2; in fact, R〈〈L〉〉 is the largest subfield of No that is also a field of
EL-series in the sense of [KM15] (see [BM]).
However, No is strictly larger than R〈〈L〉〉, as it contains numbers as
x = exp(ω + exp(log2(ω) + exp(log4(ω) + . . . )))
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which are solutions to the fixed point equation f = exp(ω + log2(f)) and which do
not verify (ELT4).
On the other hand, No does satisfy the weaker combinatorial principle (T4) iso-
lated in [Sch01] and is therefore a field of transseries (see Definition 3.2). Applying
essentially the same technique that Schmeling used to treat exponential extensions,
one can prove that Condition (T4) guarantees that the right hand side of (4.1)
remains summable [BM], so ∂L does extend to a surreal derivation. While the ex-
tension of ∂L from L to R〈〈L〉〉 is unique, its further extension to No may not be.
Still, there is a “simplest” extension ∂ : No→ No.
Theorem 4.7 ([BM]). There exist several surreal derivations, among which a “sim-
plest” one ∂ : No→ No extending ∂L.
4.3. Universality of (No, ∂). It turns out that the derivation ∂ has very good
properties. Since ∂ is a surreal derivation with ∂(ω) = 1, (No, ∂) is an H-field with
small derivation.
We now note that the asymptotic couple of the field (No, ∂) is actually (J, ∂),
up to reversing the ordering of J, and that LD(J 6=0) has no infimum in J (recall
that J is the non-unital ring of purely infinite numbers). For the latter, it suffices
to check that LD(L) = ∂(L) = ∂L(L) has no infimum in J. By the aforementioned
Theorem 3.7 by Rosenlicht, we obtain the following:
Proposition 4.8. The differential field (No, ∂) admits asymptotic integration.
On the other hand, since No can be presented as a union of spherically complete
fields, each one closed under asymptotic integration, one can deduce that (No, ∂) is
closed under integration using F.-V. Kuhlmann’s Theorem 3.9. Since No also has
an exponential function that by construction of ∂ is compatible with the derivation,
this implies the following:
Theorem 4.9 ([BM]). The differential field (No, ∂) is Liouville-closed.
A similar, although way more subtle argument by Aschenbrenner, van den Dries
and van der Hoeven has been used to show that (No, ∂) is in fact a model of the
theory of LE-series, and in turn that it is universal among all H-fields with constant
field R and small derivation [ADH2].
Theorem 4.10 ([ADH2]). The field (No, ∂) is an elementary extension of the
H-field of LE-series (when identifying the LE-series x with the number ω).
The strategy to prove that (No, ∂) is an elementary extension of LE-series is in
fact the same the authors of [ADH1] use to prove that the field of LE-series is a
model of the theory of Theorem 3.13. Say that an H-field (K,D), with asymptotic
couple (Γ, LD), is grounded if LD(Γ 6=0) has a maximum. If one can present an H-
field closed under integration as a directed union of spherically complete, grounded
sub-H-field, then the H-field is in fact both ω-free and Newtonian [ADH1, Cor.
11.7.15, Thm. 15.0.1]. The first result follows from the fact that groundedness
implies rather directly ω-freeness, which in turn is preserved by directed unions.
Newtonianity follows by a more delicate argument: if the derivation is surjective in a
tower of spherically complete groundedH-fields, then for any asymptotic differential
equation defined at some stage of the tower, a solution in the valuation ring appears
few steps later in the tower (in fact, under some mild assumptions, the number of
steps needed is the order of the differential equation).
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To conclude that (No, ∂) is a model of the theory of Theorem 3.13, one writes
No as the union of Kǫ, for ǫ running over the ordinal epsilon numbers (i.e. such
that ωǫ = ǫ), where Kǫ is the set of the surreal numbers of the form∑
i<λ
ri
∏
j<µ
(
ωω
aij
)sij
such that either the sign sequence of each aij is of length less than ǫ, or aij = −ǫ.
Each Kǫ is a spherically complete field, and one can verify that it is closed under
∂, and it is grounded by construction. This shows that (No, ∂) is a model of the
theory of LE-series; by model-completeness of such theory, it is in fact an elementary
extension. Moreover, thanks to the explicit quantifier elimination described in
[ADH1], one can in fact prove that (No, ∂) is a universal H-field :
Theorem 4.11 ([ADH2]). Every H-field with small derivation and constant field
R – in particular every Hardy field containing R – can be embedded over R as an
ordered differential field into No.
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